Dr. Taylor Will Speak
At 8th Annual Wharton Refresher Conference

Talks To Be Held From June 17-28

Dr. George W. Taylor, former chairman of the Wage Stabilization Board and professor of economics at Wharton School, will be a featured speaker at the 8th Annual Wharton Refresher Conference on Work Co-Operation and Materialization in the Office and Factory, Dr. Allen W. Malek, conference director, has announced.

The conference, which will be held from June 17 through 28, will be designed to offer practical help to men and women engaged in methods and techniques of improving business and industrial operations in the office and the factory. Another of the featured speakers will be Franklin A. Andrews, chairman of the Wharton School family board. "Change by the Book for the 8th Annual Wharton Refresher Conference," he will report on the world of progress in the past 20 years.

Others To Speak

In addition, Wharton School faculty members, as well as numerous professional engineers, time and motion experts, and business executives will also address conference sessions.

Referrer conference will be presided by vice-presidents, A. G. J. T. Remmers, chairman of the Conference Committee; principal, J. B. Houghton; managing director, W. H. Harkness.

Among the questions with which the conference will deal will be the face of research and control in management, the introduction of new and improved equipment, and the philosophy of education in all fields.

On the second day of the conference, the 26th annual Student Management Conference will be held.

Human Element studied

As part of the conference program, the problem of obtaining employee acceptance of new developments in the work place will be examined. Moreover, the psychologist will be required to help the employer understand and study the psychology of worker resistance to change and the effects of his own efficiency and its susceptibility in a complex industrial operation.

The conference will use the facilities of the Frederick Winslow Taylor Laboratory in conjunction with the University's engineering department.

In case study sessions included are cases in which business executives will confer with Dr. John F. Lapsley, professor of management science, and his staff. Case studies will illustrate the fact that, in order to be understood, conference sessions have been emphasized in the conference. They will serve as instructive instances of the task in the lecture.

The Conference is Exchanged

In the informal discussion groups which will center around this exchange, the executives will be permitted to take their place with faculty members for discussion of the problems involved. The conference session will be held and will end in time to permit the executives to return to their business.

Delegates to the referrer conference will use fraternity houses as their homes during the conference. The conference will be held under the sponsorship of the University, administrators, faculty, students, faculty and students, and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

In the conference in 1960, 1962, 1964, government agencies, such as the U.S. Army, Air Force, and Navy, and banks, and colleges from all over the country have participated. While some of these have been American universities, businesses in Canada, Mexico, Venezuela, Nigeria, and West Germany, France and England have also sent representatives to confer.
PHILLY by Goeton J. Forni—

Question: "Have you made any new records?"
Answer: "Yes, I have released a single and a new album that haven't been released yet."

Question: "Did you have any previous deals with Rolling Stone?"
Answer: "No, this is my first time working with Rolling Stone."
**Buddha Talk**

by Larry Kneifel

We train, tomorrow is the day that the Buddha will offer his true friends and hermits pledges of the generosity that they like the best. Let's face it, they make a wise choice. The dominantly empty here at Pennsylvania is the home of the Dalai Lama himself, and it is entirely fitting for this to exist in all that has received a fine fulfillment of its purpose.

Chop of 1983... It seems that the children there has a significant similarity with a local octopus. Back in 1986, B. 1. Barlow, a new class president, H. Darin conference was local class president, and Loe C. Dill, Jr., was fresh. The classmates,425, were a group of classmates of the same age. All those of the class of '85-'86 are associated with the Pennsylvania chapter of the Alpha Tzu. I refer to Margot McDowell, Betty Klippel, and the Betzill. The daughters of the affiliate class president is ignoring fancy on Head College, and who else will? May we transfer to Pennsylvania next fall.

**Parking Tickets...** From a recent article in a downtown newspaper, it seems that the issuance of parking tickets and collection of fines is running nearly 30 percent lower than last year. It seems that the University area cannot be running parking tickets at a rate of 60 percent of the usual rate.

**Bucky Teurs...** The University community was first to hear the news of the 1974 Super Bowl. The first team to enter the arena was the Buffalo Bills. The next team to enter was the Tennessee Titans. The game was well publicized and tickets will be definitely worth this prior time to see what will happen next year.

**Mark and Wig...** Tryouts for Pennsylvania's Mark and Wig will be held this week, and now that ravioli is once, many freshmen should try out their talents in this fine activity. It is probably one of the most famous activities that Pennsyl- via can offer, and that together with this past year's script, should mean many fresh fans will be in Freddy Auditorium for the tryouts. It also seems that one of this past year's box numbers in the big show, "Take Home," is being repeated in all the New York City zite spots. Con

**communion...** It seems that quite a few problems and notori- ously prominent people listened to John Paul II recently, dealing with unfor- tunate events that the martyr will be more impressive, something should stress, these new uniforms that the Army is favoring anyway. This is a few years later.

**Conclusion...** It seems that quite a few problems and notori- ously prominent people listened to John Paul II recently, dealing with unfor- tunate events that the martyr will be more impressive, something should stress, these new uniforms that the Army is favoring anyway. This is a few years later.

**Wharton School secretaries...** Four secretaries in the Wharton School are looking for a ride to Florida over the spring vacation.
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Tie-breaking in the tie. Tie-breakers five are published herein and the remaining three puzzles will appear in next week's edition.
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Old Spice

PRE-ELECTRIC SHAVE LOTION

**USE THE D. P. CLASSIFIED SECTION**

**PRE-ELECTRIC SHAVE LOTION**

*Enjoy the cool, clean aroma of Schaefer beer—fresh as all outdoors. Enjoy the sparkling clearness... the snowy crown of foam... the happy flavor that goes so well with having fun together.*

**SCHAEFER BEER**

To get a better shave!}

Shuttle New York • Toronto.
**Quaker Five Engages Dartmouth & Harvard**

by Bernie Schreyer

On the basis of a "satisfying" display of the handle of a powerful F. Joseph's against, Pennsylvania, teams were not in line to be demanding Ivy League foes this season.

The Quakers tackle a tall Dartmouth team team team team tonight, and against a fast improving Harvard squad in the next two nights at Cambridge.

Penn coach, Jack McCloskey, was as happy as any coach could be after watching his club how for the third time in as many City League outings. "I wasn't at all surprised at the squad's performance," McCloskey said. "They always have it." Penn coach singleted at Dick Comstock, Joe Brennan and Jerry Ness for their showing against the Hawks.

Off the Quakers' performance against St. Joseph's, McCloskey decided on a change in his Atlantic starting lineup. "We'll go with the best men possible," McCloskey said.

"ATTENTION STUDENTS!"

For Good food at Reasonable Prices Visit the NEW DELUXE RESTAURANT

404th & IRVING

We Serve Club Breakfasts, Special Lunches, Full Course Dinners.

Be Modern — Visit the New Deluxe

Come Early

To Quote G. Washington:

I CANNOT TELL A LIE

57 RECORD—YOUR BEST BUY

ON SALE NEXT WEEK

Quaker Five Engages Dartmouth & Harvard

Penn Merren Buck Crimson

An almost impossible task one looks at Pennsylvania's various swimming teams when they try to keep their own men alive against an EEL most with Harvard, this afternoon. The Quakers are in the midst of an unseasonable downpour. They have tripped up in both men's swimming events against Dartmouth, while losing time.

The will continue performances for the Penn men has been sophomores Joe Walz.

Against Harvard, Walz will be entered in three events — 200-yard butterfly, 200-yard breaststroke and the 200-yard backstroke.

Dick Winters, another sophomore who has shown promise of developing into a fine performer for the Quakers, will be entered in the 100 and 200-yard freestyle and the 400-yard freestyle relay.

Dick Caunitz, Art Glickman and Wally White will swim with Walz in the 440-yard relay.

Captain Dave Willis will be entered in the 100 and 440-yard distance races for the Quakers.

**Wrestlers Face Eli Seek Initial Ivy Win**

Placing third in the Ivy League last year, Pennsylvania's varsity wrestling team meets Yale at New Haven this weekend.

McClanahan is in one of the bags that figures Dartmouth to be in the favorable-three to-1 for no other reason than the Frosh Five's early season decision over Yale (8-1) last week together and Princeton (8-1-1) is a doubtful third.
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NOTICES

TRIANGLE
A Pennoutliners meeting will be held today at 5:30 p.m. in Lamont Hall.

BASEBALL
All participants interested in baseball for financial assistance are invited to register at the Athletic Office. All inquiries should be directed to the Athletic Director, Mr. John Smith.

PHI DELTA KAPPA
A meeting for interested students will be held this evening at 8 p.m. in the Science Center. All interested students are encouraged to attend.

Kappa Sigma
The Kappa Sigma chapter will host a meeting for new members at 7 p.m. in the Alpha Chapter House. All interested students are welcome.

SODIETY CLUB
A meeting will be held this evening at 7 p.m. in the Student Center. All members and guests are invited to attend.

Exciting News For Spring
"Natural Look" Suits
Our suits combine the trim, easy lines of the "Natural Look" with smart, casual, comfortable fabrics. Come in and try one on, you'll like it.

Our Low Discount Prices
$37. and $41.

Our Pledge
We at all times will endeavor to sell quality men's wear at savings to you from 15 to 20%. This is made possible by our low-rent location, our low-profit markup and our fast turnover of merchandise.

Gigantic Book Sale
All Books One Price
Opens Sat., Feb. 23
S.W. Cor. 21st and Market Sts.

EUROPE
20 Counters, 70 Days
Summer '57 - $1325. all expenses
Europe for Collegians
255 Sequoia - Pasadena - Cali

ACE AUTO RENTAL
Rent a New Car
Drive Yourself
BA 2-4350 - BA 2-4351
4220 LANCASTER AVE.
FIVE MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

Insurance Coverage
Cars Delivered

Saturday—February 23
8:30 p.m.
The Transitopal View of
COMMUNIST PARTY CONVENTION
Hear Harry Ring
Chairman, The Million
Give the Socialists Workers
Party analysis of the crisis
in the Communist Party.
Questions, Discussion. A Social evening
at the
Militant Labor Forum
1303 W. Girard Avenue

REMOVAL SALE!

LATE FICTION
AND GENERAL LITERATURE
REDUCED

ZAVELLES
3427 Woodland Ave.

What's doing...
at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

New "high-road" to JET ENGINE FRONTIER in Florida

Heralding important things to come, work was begun in late summer, 1956, on a wide access road in a remote section of Palm Beach County, Florida. At the end of that road, situated northwest of West Palm Beach, a 500,000-square-foot plant destined to be the newest addition to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineering facilities is already well under construction.

Here, engineers and scientists will soon be hard at work dealing with new and increasingly complex problems relating to advanced jet aircraft engines. Working in close coordination with men at other P & W A establishments — particularly the company's multi-million-dollar Andrew Willgoose Turbine Laboratory in Connecticut — this newest section of the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft team will face a challenging assignment. They, too, will be concerned with design, testing and development of highly advanced, extremely powerful jet engines which will join a family already including J-57 and J-75 turbojets, currently playing important roles in the growing military and commercial air power of the United States.

The engineering graduate who begins his career at this Florida facility will have the opportunity of keeping pace with its anticipated growth. In an organization renowned for development engineering superiority, he will gain invaluable experience working on vital, long-range projects that are a challenge to the imagination.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT